Article 171 section c
Introduction
In the words of Satjipto Rahardjo, a legal event is all matters/issue that moves the rule of law therefore it effectively shows its potential to regulate. 1 Satjipto Rahardjo further explained that a legal event is an event in human life that drives 1 Satjipto Rahardjo, Ilmu Hukum (Citra Aditya Bakti 2006) . [35] . a certain legal regulation, hence the provisions contained therein are then realized.
Generally, in a span of human life, there are three legal events experienced by humans, namely birth then followed by marriage and lastly with death. 2 Indeed, there are times when people are unable to carry out one of these legal events in their lives, such as marriage, but these people will definitely experience the two other legal events, which is birth and death.
As we know, one of the legal events which surely will be experienced by humans is death. Due to the fact that human life must end with death, even arguably death is a right for every individual human (inna al-maut haqq) . Therefore, death belongs to the category of natural law (sunnatullah), and it is certain that they will sooner or later experience death. This is in accordance with the Q.S. al-'Ankabut: 87 and al-Nahl: 61, which states "Kull nafs zaiqat al-maut summa ilaina turja'un".
Because death is a legal event, there are, of couse legal consequences for the event. The legal consequences of the death event for the dead person are all their rights and obligations expire, and even automatically move to the heirs who have the right to inherit it (zaw al-furud), especially when it comes to the assets left (altirkah), both in the form of movable objects such as cars, motorcycles and others. 3 For Muslims, the distribution of inheritance is technically regulated in fara'id science, which includes, among others: 4 1. inheritance system (nizam al-irts); 2. those who are entitled to inherit it (al-warits); 3. the level of inheritance that will be received by each heir (al-furud almuqaddarah); 4. property left by the testator (almuwarrits); and 5. others, such as people who are prevented from inheritance rights (alhijab), or people who are prohibited from receiving their inheritance rights (mawani 'alirts).
Normatively, regarding the distribution of inheritance, it is regulated in the 2 Mulyadi, 'Kedudukan Hukum Anak Luar Kawin Yang Diakui' (2016) 11 Cakrawala <http://journal.ummgl.ac.id/index.php/cakrawala/article/view/103>. [93] . 3 The three conditions are cumulative conditions. Therefore, if there is only one condition that is unable to be fulfilled, then that person will automatically not be able to become an heir.
Along with its development, the three cumulative conditions are no longer absolute. A dynamic and change in the sense of justice in the community arises for the requirements of the heirs, one of which is related to the issue of inheritance of different religions. The development of a justice paradigm in the community, leads to a sense of injustice for those who had good intentions by caring for the testator before dying, but did not receive any inheritance just due to religious differences. The mandatory will was originally a system applied in the Compilation of Islamic Law (KHI) to provide a portion of inheritance among the parties involved in family with adopted members. The application of the This study uses the statute approach,conceptual approach and case approach.
The statute approach was carried out by examining all laws and regulations relating to the legal issues in question, hence the legis ratios, ontological basis and philosophical basis of the legislation can be determined. 11 Analysis of the legislation studied is related to the heirs of different religions in the Islamic Inheritance Law.
These regulations include the Presidential Instruction of the Republic of Indonesia Number 1 of 1991 concerning the Compilation of Islamic Law.
The case approach uses a judge's ruling as a source of legal material. The
Judges' decision in this term are those of judges who have permanent legal force. 12
When discussing court decisions as primary legal material it has been said that one that has the legal power is in the ratio decidendi, namely the legal reasons used by the judge in determining his/her decision (judge's consideration) as stipulated in the Decision of the Supreme Court No. 331 K/Ag/2018.
The comparative approach is a type of approach that researchers compare with other countries and with events that have occurred in the country. For this reason, this is known as the 2 Comparative Approach; Macro Comparative Approach and the Micro Comparative Approach. 13 In this study the approach applied is the micro comparative approach, which compares the principle of inheritance law in China with the principle of inheritance law in Indonesia.
The State of Heirs of Different Religion with Good Intentions in Islamic

Inheritance Law
The word inheritance (Indonesian: waris) comes from Arabic word of"warasayarisu" which means to transfer someone's property to someone after death. 14 While in the Quran there are many words of "warasa" found which means differently as replacing the position (QS. An-Naml (27) auladukum in Q S An-Nisaa (4): 11, may be used as an argument for this type of heir.
c) A granddaughter of a male offspring, or a daughter of a son. This is furthter explained by the hadith of the Prophet Muhammad as the following:
"From Ibn Mas'ud, the Prophet Muhammad had regulate about the portion of the daughter 1/2, and for the daughter of the son 1/6, and to fulfill the portion to be 2/3. And the rest is for the sisters".
b. Ushul al-Mayit, Namely those who is partake the cause for the birth of the deceased (the testator). This nasab relationship according to the lineage is a straight up line. Ones included in this type of heirs are:
a) The father and mother of the. This is as explained by Allah SWT in His Word in Q S An-Nisaa '(4): 11.
"... and for the mother and father, for each of them one-sixth of the assets left, if the deceased has children; if the deceased has no children and is inherited by his mother (only), then the mother obatains a third of the part. ... " b) Shaheeh Grandfathers, Namely the father of the father, father of the father from the father onwards so on with no female in line. When interspersed by female lineage, this heir will be reffred to as Ghairu saheeh grandfather.
The position of the saheeh grandfather as the heir will be explained in the following: "... From Sulaiman bin Yasar,: Umar bin Khathab determined ... the portion for the grandfather is one-sixth of the total". c) Shahihah Grandmother, grandmother with nasab lineage uninterrupted by the grandfather. While the grandmother whose the nasab linage is interspersed with ghairu shaheeh grandfather is reffered to as Ghairu Saheeh Grandmother. This grandmother's position as heir is explained by the hadith of the Prophet (PBUH) in the following:
"As stated from Ibn Buraidah from his father that the Prophet (PBUH) set for the grandmother one-sixth part of the inheritance if not along with the mother."
As seen in terms of gender, the heirs are categorized into male heir and female heir. Male heirs are then devided again into 15 types of male family members. For female heirs there are 14 types of female family members. 20
The explanation above explains the requirements for the heirs namely to own blood and or marriage relation. In the sense of heirs themselves, there are two other conditions, namely they must be Muslim and there is nothing to prevent them from obtaining the inheritance. All three are cumulative requirements to become an heir.
If one is unfulfilled, then the right to become an heir will vanish. In the as-Sunnah According to An-Na'im, the problem of discrimination against non-Muslims under sharia law can no longer be justified. He also stated that this was a form of violation of the enforcement of human rights, so as to create international conflict and war situations. Therefore, this act of discrimination is cosiderred as irrelevant to the present situation. Discrimination is fundamentally contrary to moral values and that sharia provisions should lean towards universal manner. In line An-Na'im, Asgar also argues that religious differences are not one to reduce the unity of humanity and also the value of justice in the society. According to the panel of judges that between the testator (Muslim) and his wife (non-Muslim) has lived in harmony, the non-Muslim wife is entitled to inheritance rights based on obligatory bequest.
In Islamic encyclopedia, obligatory bequest is also referred to as al-wasiyyah al -ajibah, a will/bequest intended for heirs or relatives who do not obtain part of the inheritance of the deceased person/testator. Meanwhile, according to Rahman, the obligatory bequest is an act of one's own will without coercion from other parties, even the authorities and judges have no right to force someone to give a will. 22
The granting of inheritance rights based on obligatory bequest to non- 
Analysis of The Supreme Court Decision Number 331 K/Ag/2018:
Implementation of the Socialist Morality Principle in Indonesia
According Meanwhile, the three characteristics of the common law system: 24 1. Jurisprudence as the main source of law;
2. The adoption of the Stare Decicis Doctrine/Precedent System; and 3. Adversary System in the judicial process.
Based on the dichotomy of Nurul Qomar, we may found that Indonesia is a country that adopts the civil law system. However, in its development this dichotomy is no longer relevant. This is due to the complexity of the problems and legal developments within the country, therefore this classification is no longer relevant. As seen from the fact that there is no country in the world that adopts a single legal system. For example, in the Netherlands which is said to be a civil law state, it turns out that it has applied case law in the hierarchy of its laws and regulations. 25 Even though Indonesia is unlike the Netherlands to include case law in its legislation, case law also has its own position in the legal system in Indonesia.
According to Shidarta, case law in Indonesia does not have binding legal force, as the jurisprudence originating from case law is persuasive (the persuasive force of precedent). 26 Importantly, one the most persuasive decision in Indonesia is the landmark decision. Landmark decision is the decision issued by the highest court institution (in Indonesia for this context reffered to the Supreme Court or the Constitutional Court) to be acknowledge by the general public. The decision issued becomes the landmark decision, generally as the ratio decedendi applied by the judge in considering an existing dispute is deemed to be of very high quality. With the expectation that through the landmark decision of the highest court institution, it may become a reference for other judges. 24 ibid. [48] . 25 A'an Effendi, 'Problematika Hierarki Peraturan Perundang-Undangan' (Gresnews, 2015) <http://www.gresnews.com/berita/opini/101185-problematika-hierarki-peraturan-perundang-undangan/> accessed 20 October 2019. 26 China , the Inheritance Law also provides that a successor who had the ability to support the deceased but failed to do so could be given a smaller share or deprived of his or her share of the estate.
This principle even extends to a person with no blood or marital ties whatsoever with the deceased, even a neighbour. For example, there is a case in China which holds that the deceased's neighbour who has helped her for ten years was entitled to part of the estate to the exclusion of some of the deceased's children.
Again, the case stresses the court's attempt to balance ,socialist morality with the rights of relations by blood and by marriage.
Conclusion
Based on this study, it can be seen that previously heirs who were not Muslim were not heirs in Islamic inheritance law. This causes, that the heirs who are not Moslem at all are not entitled to inheritance. However, in its development, it can be seen, that although the Muslim heirs are not classified as heirs, they still obtain an inheritance. The inheritance obtained by the heirs who are not of Moslem religion is obtained through the obligatory bequest.
However, in its development, it can be seen, that although the Muslim heirs are not classified as heirs, they still obtain an inheritance. The inheritance obtained by the heirs who are not of Moslem religion is obtained through the obligatory bequest. Even though heirs who are not Muslim can obtain inheritance through obligatory bequest, it does not mean that every heir who is not Muslim can obtain assets through mandatory wills. Only heirs in good faith can obtain inheritance through compulsory wills. The good faith of the heirs who are not Muslim can be assessed from the actions of the heirs who care for the testator for life. This is following the principle of socialist morality.
The implementation of socialist morality in Indonesia can be seen from the landmark decision issued by the Supreme Court through the Decision of the Supreme Court Number 331 K/Ag/2018. Through this decision, the Supreme Court applied the principle of socialiast morality, where although the heir is not a Muslim, if he/she has a good intention which is realized by caring for the testator until the testator's death, then he/she still has the right or eligable to inheritance through the obligatory bequest.
